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WEBS ITE  ANALYS I S



Website Analysis
In this analys is, we w i l l dive into how our FEELINGS and NEEDS are t ied into how we nav igate and ut i l ize
webs ites. Each statement for both s ites w i l l be presented in the (Webs ite) makes me FEEL ____ because
my NEED for ____ is/ is not being met.  

USER EXPERIENCE

User Experience is defined by the Neilson Norman Group as "encompasses all aspects of the end-user's

interaction with the company, its services, and its products."* Some examples of the UX features that I

examine in this analysis are labels, navigation, ease of use, readability and the intutiveness of the site.   

USER INTERFACE 

User Interface is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as "the means by which the user and a computer system

interact, in particular the use of input devices and software."** Some of the features of User Interace that I

examined were color scheme, widgets, animation, aesthetics, and typography. 

“User Interface.” User-Interface Noun - Definition, Pictures, Pronunciation and Usage Notes | Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary at OxfordLearnersDictionaries.com,
www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/user-interface. World Leaders in Research-Based User Experience.

 “The Definition of User Experience (UX).” Nielsen Norman Group, www.nngroup.com/articles/definition-user-experience/.



Abercrombie
&Fitch

UX AND UI ANALYSIS



TOP MENU NAVIGATION

Abercrombie.com's top menu makes me

FEEL INTRIGUED and OPEN because my

NEEDS for CHOICE and EASE are being met

because of the clear and simple choices.

When you enter the site, you are greeted

with clear options such as “Men’s, Women’s,

Kids, Jeans, Sale and About Us”.

User Experience



FEATURES THAT PROMOTE EASY USE

Abercombie's "Save" feature makes me FEEL SATISFIED and

EMPOWERED because my NEEDS for INCLUSION and SELF

EXPRESSION are being met. There is a button called “Save” and a little

heart icon on every product. This allows me to create a list of all the

items that I liked on the website. I can go back on any day or at any

time to find the items that I liked. This gives me a sense of being able

to personalize my shopping experience and have control over what

products I see on my “Saved” list. This makes it so easy to weed out

products I don’t like so that I could pick from my favorites or find

something that I loved but couldn’t order at the time.

User Experience



SEARCH BAR INTUTION 

Abercrombie's search bar makes me FEEL CALM and HOPEFUL

because my NEEDS for COMPETENCE and HOPE are being

met. When utilizing the search bar, A&F breaks your search

down by category AND gender. I can easily find what I am

looking for in the Women’s section without having to further

specify my search after seeing my results. The website is very

intuitive and helps me find what I am looking for.
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LANDING PAGE INTERACTIONS

Abercrombie's landing page makes me FEEL

INSPIRED and WARM because my NEEDS for

BEAUTY and INCLUSION are being met. The

color scheme of the site is very neutral. They

often include the Men’s and Women’s options

for certain categories and also their campaign

for the time being. This website analysis was

conducted during Black History Month and

A&F is celebrating by releasing a unisex

collection supporting the cause.
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PRODUCT PAGE AESTHETICS 

Abercrombie.com's product pages makes me

FEEL SPACIOUS and ENCOURAGED

because my NEEDS for SPACIOUSNESS and

CLARITY are being met. When I open up any

category, the items are spaced out and there

are clear pictures of what the

products are. The name and price of the

product are displayed in a large and

easy to read font. When there is a quick

description, I am more inclined to

choose the item and look more into it.

User Interface



American Eagle

UX AND UI ANALYSIS



TOP MENU NAVIGATION

American Eagle’s top menu makes me FEEL OVERWHELMED, ANXIOUS and TORN because my NEEDS for

CLARITY and UNDERSTANDING are not being met. When you select a category from the top menu of the

page, I am presented with a huge amount of categories. I have no idea where I want to start because most of

the time, I come to browse the website. This turns me away from the site because I do not want to read

through all of the choices.
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SEARCH BAR INTUTION 

American Eagle’s search bar makes me FEEL DISCOURAGED

and ANNOYED because my NEEDS for EFFECTIVENESS AND

TO KNOW are not being met. When using the search bar, there

were a lot of unclear and similar automated suggestions. This

really did not help me understand what a search may lead to.

With so many options, this does not encourage me to continue

my search and leads me to believe that I will have trouble finding

what I am looking for before I even see my results.

User Experience



TRACING THE USER'S STEPS

American Eagle’s "map" makes me FEEL RELIEVED because my NEEDS for FLOW and OPENNESS are being

met. When I select an item, in the top left corner of the screen, there is a trail of how I got the product. I am free

to choose to return to one of the pages so that I can easily find similar products or go back to another spot.

User Experience



LANDING PAGE AESTHETICS 

American Eagle’s landing page makes me

FEEL ENERGETIC and JOYFUL because my

NEEDS for CREATIVITY and BEAUTY are

being met. Their landing page features

pictures and animations of young adults

outside enjoying themselves There are

nature and colors everywhere. It makes me

feel energetic and ready to feel how

they are feeling.
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PRODUCT PAGE FATIGUE

American Eagle’s product pages make me

FEEL FATIGUED and FRUSTRATED because

my NEEDS for STIMULATION and

INSPIRATION are not being met. When I

open any of the categories,  a lot of the

products look very similar. For example, by

opening the “Women’s Jeans” I am presented

with hundreds of products that look almost

the same with the same format of the picture.

When I open a product, I am presented with

multiple washes that appear to be slight

variations of the same color. To get a real

idea of what they look like, I must open up

each wash and examine it.

User Interface


